Abstract. 50% of all software projects are total failures and another 40% are partial failures according to widely quoted surveys in UK, USA and Norway. Large government projects in all 3 countries have been reported with spectacular failure and expense to taxpayers (Royal Academy of Engineering and British Computer Society 2004). What is the problem? Most discussions have centered on improving the software engineering process itself: better estimation, better requirements, better reuse and better testing. No doubt all those can be improved. However, I
any level of management training. Top managers are thus mostly at fault for not ensuring that 'Pay for Results' is the policy, and that managers are trained to ensure that money is not wasted on failed IT projects.
We define too-large pieces of work: we define work delivery packages in terms of years. We should define them instead in terms of quarters, months and weeks. We would then see early if any planed value can be delivered to real stakeholders, and if not, we would have chance to correct the situation or remove the incompetent supplier.
We choose contractors too early, based on the wrong criteria. We choose based on size and 'reputation' (not the reputation for delivering successfully!). We should instead choose suppliers based in proven ability in the past, and on our project to deliver. We could, as I suggested recently (2004) to a UK Government Agency, allow 3 competing contractors to start work in parallel, and move work towards the ones that prove their ability to deliver value. Move work away from those that do not deliver value as promised. If all 3 perform well, fine, keep them going! They would be working on complimentary aspects of the system.
The Request For Proposal (RFP)
The request for proposal will sound like this:
"We invite you to tender for a contract to <build software/deliver an IT system>. The contract will be based on a 'Value Payment' system. This means that we will define what we expect in terms of testable and measurable values from the system. We will pay only when that value is satisfactorily and provably delivered. We will not pay for effort put in, and we will not pay for sub-specification results. If you are focused on delivering us the results we agree on, then you can earn money independently of the costs to you. Efficient suppliers can earn more than usual. Inefficient suppliers would not. We hope you will get rich by helping us to get what we expect for our money."
Specifying the Contract.
The contract can be as simple as the template in the appendix. It is a framework for subcontracting as the 'Evolutionary Value Delivery' step level.
The essential ideas in a 'No Cure, No Pay' Contract are:
• Payment is totally dependent on proven delivery of our Value Definition;
• Estimates for delivering the value will be made by the Contractor in advance;
• We will accept some level of cost overrun compared to the estimates, when actual costs exceed the estimate (for example, 100%). Above that, the Contractor pays such excess costs;
• We will allow invoicing to be triggered based on a simple test of delivery;
• Actual payment of the invoice is dependent on a trial period with continued success, (for example, 30 days).
Motivating your Team to Contract for Results
So, how do we motivate the cultural change to contracting for results? The Policy examples in the Appendix give some motivating points you can use. Here are some supplementary ideas:
• It is our professional/ethical/legal duty towards shareholders/customers/taxpayers to make absolutely sure we do not waste money on projects that do not deliver expected results;
• The Supplier/Contractor has the technical/managerial/economic/experiential competence to control the results/cost ratio for us. That is why we are contracting with them. If they cannot contract for results, we should not do business with them;
• It is our professional obligation to always clearly/testably/measurably define what we expect to get for our money, in advance. Anything less is incompetence and unprofessional. If we cannot do that, we should not have the job of commissioning any use of resources for our company;
• We do not intend to ever be a party to failure. If our contracting process fails to deliver, it is our fault, not the supplier's fault. Any failure will be structurally (step size one week, for example) kept to a minimum, and failure will result in reconsidering the supplier's continued participation;
• We need to prioritize high value results early one, and lock them in. We cannot get involved in primarily and initially building superstructures that fail;
• Maybe we, the Customer, should make this even clearer by bonus or rewards for employees and teams that manage value deliveries successfully.
You are going to have to train your own staff to do this:
• Give them a clear policy;
• Give them training in quantification of values delivered;
• Give them training is testing and measurement of value delivered;
• Give them training in requirements specification;
• Give them useful templates (see appendix);
• Give them access to experts in house or externally in doing this.
Motivating Suppliers to Contract For results
We can expect suppliers to initially resist such contracts, for all the obvious reasons:
• They are unaccustomed to this way of contracting;
• They will probably require permission to do so from their own top management;
• They are not sure what they will be getting into. They have no such experience;
• They like the old idea of getting paid millions, even if the result is useless for the customer. So, we are going to have to motivate them!
• Refuse to do business on any other terms;
• Make sure they know you are offering this business to their competitors, and that their competitors have indicated willingness to do it;
• Employ multiple competing suppliers at the same time. Let them know that the biggest share of the business will go to the best value provider;
• Get your top management to make it clear to their top management, that this is the new way of doing business;
• Get some early examples of supplier success, using this method, to tell hesitant suppliers about;
• Reduce and eliminate business flow from the suppliers who do not actually deliver results, and redirect the flow to those who do.
Quantifying Qualitative Results
We all know how to specify results about storage capacity, transaction throughput, and response time. The process of quantification is simple in principle, and is mostly willpower and common sense.
If it varies, it can be quantified, by definition.
Many qualities are 'complex'; meaning they actually involve a set of sub-quantities. You might have to list the sub-qualities, and quantify them individually.
Maintainability
• Problem Recognition Time The value of reaching such a technical goal, as the 80% intuitiveness, can be understood, perhaps even roughly estimated by
• Estimating the time saving for an average task (say 3 minutes)
• Estimating the amount of such savings for a year: say 3 x 100 users X 10 times/day X 200 days = 600,000 minutes or 10,000 hours/year. 
Direct and Indirect Results
There is a critical distinction between the performance characteristics of a software or IT system itself (System Performance) -and the higher level organizational impacts that system performance characteristics are expected to deliver.
For example: a system might be designed to a Usability level so good that it takes 10% of older systems to learn and to use. This system performance characteristic has an organizational value in relation to
• How many people it affects (Savings Population)
• How often they use it (Savings Frequency)
• The time period over which the value is derived (Lifetime Value) As a practical matter we will probably pay the supplier for the System Performance. It is then our problem to exploit that performance, and pull in the real savings.
An option is, however, to contract for the actual savings through time, as the product is used.
This could be for a limited time period (60 days, a year ) as a kind of field trail acceptance test. It could conceivably be a lifetime of system Royalty to be paid to the supplier. This is not unlike the periodic software-use fees, or licenses, in widespread practice, except, they would instead be based on value delivered, rather than product used. Step Target Requirement
Step 1 Plan % (of Target) Actual % Deviatio n %
Step 2 to
Step 20 Plan % Plan % cumulated to here
Step 
Decomposing Projects into Small Result Deliverables
One useful way to make sure that value is really delivered is to make it happen early and Nobody is actually against early and frequent delivery of stakeholder value. The problem is that people have not been trained, or led, to decompose their long term visions of improvement, into a series of smaller incremental tasks.
We are not talking about 'building' things incrementally. That is unavoidable. We are talking about actually delivering value to real people, time savings, money savings, making life better for them in their work or hobbies. We are talking about the very thing that the failed IT projects forgot to do. Give Results!.
Technical 'experts' will come up with 100 excuses as to why things need to take a whole year (actually 3 years before they admit failure). They cannot conceive of next week, and every week. It is outside their culture and their training, and their management. So, they need encouragement, and training! Management has to declare that hereafter things will be done in early, short, frequent increments. Those who can -will get work. Those who cannot -are not useful -valuable.
Then the technological planners need to be taught the art of decomposing their big visions into incremental value deliveries.
I have observed about 20 principles (Gilb05, Ch. 10 Evo, also in Appendix here) for decomposition. The 'big trick' is to focus on one value aspect at a time, and ask the simple question, "What can we do, in a week or so, to actually move measurably forward towards our Goal?"
Strangely there always seems to be an answer in practice! If you don't get one, you either need to study decomposition methods more deeply, or listen to those who can find solutions better.
But if a certain step takes longer, don't panic. Maybe do something useful to deliver other results in parallel, or just be patient for a week or two! What is unacceptable is to plan for a few years and delay a few years and fail. Anything is better than that old habit of IT people.
From our main point of view, weekly or short increments are merely a useful discipline that makes us really focus on delivering value. The main point is that we focus on really satisfying stakeholders, and on keeping our promises to them.
A Basic Evolutionary Planning Policy

Financial Control:
No project cycle can exceed 2% of total initial financial budget before delivering some measurable, required results to stakeholders.
Deadline Control:
No project cycle can exceed 2% of total project time (For example, one week for a one year project) before delivering some measurable, required results to stakeholders.
Value Control:
The next step should always be the one that delivers best stakeholder value for its costs 
Summary
One way to avoid software project failure is to refuse to pay for failure. This will motivate software suppliers to make use of already well-known and well-practiced methods for successful IT and software projects (Larman 2003 , Gilb 2005 ).
There are two key ideas that too many people do not practice (due to lack of training and/or poor management). The first is the quantification of the values expected by stakeholders of the system, especially the 'qualitative' aspects. This gives the basis for payment.
The second idea is to divide all large projects into an incremental series of smaller projects. This means roughly weekly or 2% of current large projects, per step of value delivery. Each increment must attempt to increase some aspect of stakeholder value, in the direction of the longer-term requirements. This small step discipline makes sure that suppliers really know what they are doing, and are really focused on value delivery, rather than their traditional concern for technical construction.
Top management must lead this culture change: the software technologists have consistently failed for decades, and the problem has never been technological.
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You can choose to declare this paragraph has priority over conflicting statements (30.1), or to clean up other conflicting statements in the initial contract basis. §30. Evolutionary Result Delivery Management.
30.1
Precedence. This paragraph has precedence over conflicting paragraphs.
30.2
Steps of a Phase. The Customer may optionally undertake to specify, accept and pay for evolutionary usable increments of delivery, of the defined Phase, of any size. These are hereafter called "Steps".
30.3
Step Size.
Step size can vary as needed and desired by the Customer, but is assumed to usually be based on a regular weekly cycle duration.
30.4 Intent. The intent of this evolutionary project management method is that the Customer shall gain several benefits: earlier delivery of prioritized system components, limited risk, ability to improve specification after gaining experience, incremental learning of use of the new system, better visibility of project progress, and many other benefits. This method is the best known way to control software projects (Larman 2003) .
30.5 Specification Improvement. All specification of requirements and design for a phase will be considered a framework for planning, not a frozen definition. The Customer shall be free to improve upon such specification in any way that suits their interests, at any time. This includes any extension, change or retraction of framework specification, which the Customer needs.
30.6 Payment for Acceptable Results. Estimates given in proposals are based on initial requirements, and are for budgeting and planning purposes. Actual payment will be based on successful acceptable delivery to the Customer in Evolutionary Step deliveries, fully under Customer Control. The Customer is not obliged to pay for results, which do not conform to the Customer-agreed Step Requirements Specification. 30.7 Payment Mechanism. Invoicing will be on a Step basis triggered by end of Step preliminary (same day) signed acceptance that the Step is apparently as defined in Step Requirements. If Customer experience during the 30 day payment due period demonstrates that there is a breach of specified Step requirements, and this is not satisfactorily resolved by the Company, then a Stop Payment signal for that Step can be sent and will be respected until the problem is resolved to meet specified Step Requirements.
30.8 Invoicing Basis. The documented time and materials will be the basis for invoicing a
Step. An estimate of the Step costs will be made by the Company in advance and form a part of the Step Plan, approved by the Customer. 30.9 Deviation. Deviation plus or minus of up to 100% from Step cost and times estimates will normally be acceptable (because they are small in absolute terms), as long as the Step Requirements are met. (The Customer prioritises quality above cost). Larger deviations must be approved by the Customer in writing before proceeding with the Step or its invoicing.
30.9 Scope. This project management and payment method can include any aspect of work, which the Company delivers including software, documentation and training, maintenance, testing and any requested form of assistance.
Planning Templates
Evo
Step a Result Delivery Step: Here is a template made for this client to document each • removes problems caused by dynamically changing and evolving requirements.
• gives The Customer rapid actual usable system improvement.
• gives The Customer complete control of cost (no cure no pay).
• gives The Customer complete flexibility to change requirements to suit current insights into their critical needs.
• gives The Supplier the ability to focus on delivering satisfactory real improvements to the way The Customer does business.
• creates a sound basis for a happy long term relationship between the parties based on delivered value for money, as judged by The Customer.
• THE EVOLUTIONARY RESULT DELIVERY POLICY 1. The current project will continue by planning to deliver customer usable/evaluatable system improvements in approximately weekly intervals.
2. The precise increment requirements will be settled at the week beginning from a menu of interesting options, as selected by the Customer. 3. The increment will be intentionally scaled down to probably be doable within the scope of a week, but shorter or longer cycles may be agreed as needed.
4. The agreed incremental result delivery will be normally delivered to the client for their appraisal and use by Friday morning. 5. The Customer will preliminarily evaluate it by end of day. 6. If it meets agreed requirements the customer will formally indicate that an invoice for the incremental effort can be sent, payable within 30 days. If not accepted, reasons will be given in writing, which relate to failure to meet agreed written specifications. 7. Payment is effectively due when no hidden problems are discovered in the next 30 days in which payment is due, which invalidate acceptance. I.e. that it did not in fact meet specified requirements. Written notice giving details of failure to meet specified requirements will be given as a basis for holding up payment. 8. The Supplier is responsible for rectifying any previously unacceptable delivery increments before proceeding to do any later work on the project.
Agile Project Control of Value delivery. Source: Gilb05.
• Plan to deliver some benefit (that is, progress towards the goals) in weekly (or shorter) increments (Evo steps).
A Simplified Evo Process

Implement the project in Evo steps. Report to project sponsors after each Evo step (weekly, or shorter) with your best available estimates or measures, for each performance goal and each resource budget. On a single page, summarize the progress to date towards achieving the goals and the costs incurred.
• Policy o The project manager, and the project, will be judged exclusively on the relationship of progress towards achieving the goals versus the amounts of the budgets used. The project team will do anything legal and ethical to deliver the goal levels within the budgets. o
The team will be paid and rewarded for benefits delivered in relation to cost. o
The team will find their own work process and their own design. o
As experience dictates, the team will be free to suggest to the project sponsors (stakeholders) adjustments to 'more realistic levels' of the goals and budgets.
Decomposition Principles
How to decompose systems into small evolutionary steps: (a list of practical tips)
